
cbeard
Sticky Note
Pretty standard fare stuff here. Logo/Nav bar. 
BOLD menu items against a white B/G for easy reading.
The search icon, I'm envisioning will open the width/height of the navbar w/big & bold search terms.



cbeard
Sticky Note
standard content slider

Playing with 2 different color direction arrows/controls

big/bold verbiage/call to action

cbeard
Sticky Note
Defined call to actions + big buttons.
Saylor & Kahn do this as well. Both are based on bootstrap..which is what we will be using


cbeard
Sticky Note
borrowed imagery from saylor. Not that we will "steal" the idea 100%, but I like the imagery/columns w/the call to action buttons. 

cbeard
Sticky Note
4-column. Keep in mind w/bootstrap, we can easily add/subtract as much as we want. 
The beauty of it is reusable elements, grid pattern/columns, etc.


cbeard
Sticky Note
standard footer. white text. Perhaps a colored footer? Best to play with this when it's on screen HTML/CSS.

Easier to change in other words.

cbeard
Sticky Note
Back to top button.





cbeard
Sticky Note
Removal of colored blocks. Again, easy with bootstrap.

cbeard
Sticky Note
nav bar "active" I want the entire block to be filled, so the end user knows exactly where they are. 

Once I define the secondary colors, will probably not be grey.




cbeard
Sticky Note
colored blocks/imagery on.



cbeard
Sticky Note
Same modular layout..showing some possible banner placements. 

Again, with Bootstrap, we can easily move content items around, and individual pages can be 2, 3, 4 column width, defined via CSS classes for individual pieces of content.
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